Archive-It Basic gives users access to the same set of tools and features as our main Archive-It Subscription Service, but does not include unlimited user and technical support. Archive-It Basic is available at a significant discount for mission-aligned users, volunteer-driven, or small organizations with financial constraints. The service is best for those looking to archive relatively small, simple websites, online documents or media, or social media accounts very infrequently and without need of any technical support.

An Archive-It Basic subscription allows for continuous collecting throughout the course of a calendar year and can be renewed yearly.

**Archive-It Basic includes:**

**Archiving Tools:** A powerful but easy-to-use web application -- manage and automate archiving tasks using our specialized tools to collect specific websites, pages, files, and social media feeds.

**Forever Storage:** Multiple copies of your archived data are stored securely at the Internet Archive’s independently owned data centers and are available for you to download at any time.

**Access Options:** Share your collections publicly via archive-it.org, the Wayback Machine, or privately with select users. Archive-It also has tools for integrating your archives with your current websites or online collections.

**Knowledge Center:** Access to an extensive, online knowledge center with in-depth documentation, tutorials, walkthroughs, user forums, and training videos.

**Archive-It Basic options:**

- $500 yearly for 128 GB data storage
- $800 yearly for 256 GB data storage

Contact us to attend an informational session or take part in a free trial.